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POLICY BRIEF

Summary
Most analyses of organised crime in Africa focus on illegal trafficking of commodities such as
drugs, arms and wildlife. However, there have been few studies of what may be the largest type of
organised criminal activity in Africa: land allocation, real estate and property development, which
includes infrastructure and the delivery of basic public services such as water and electricity,
particularly in urban areas. All 10 of the world’s fastest-growing cities are in Africa and Africa’s urban
population is projected to double by 2030–2035. By then, 50% of all Africans are likely to live in
urban areas, mainly in informal settlements. This policy brief recommends steps that can make
urban development less vulnerable to crime.

Key points
∙∙ Development in African urban areas occurs in an organised crime environment. Policy-makers,
development agencies and practitioners need to rethink, revise and update their basic approaches
and methodologies to recognise existing African realities.
∙∙ Steps that can minimise this vulnerability include issuing occupancy certificates to residents in
informal settlements and engaging neighbourhood organisations in local mapping exercises.
∙∙ Equally necessary is a fundamental shift in the conceptual approach to urban development – one
that acknowledges the proliferation of organised criminal networks and develops research-based
ways to combat it.
∙∙ This has vital implications for the formulation of key development concepts such as political
economy analysis, local ownership, good or good enough governance, and political will
and commitment.

Introduction

unregistered – which makes it exceptionally vulnerable

This policy brief argues that the most dominant type of

state actors.3

national and transnational organised crime in Africa, is
the usurpation and, thereafter, exploitation of land and

to organised theft dominated and controlled by

It is important to note that the issue of urban

property rights.

infrastructure, including for water, sewage, electricity

Land and real estate development, including that

question of land and property development. These

and urban transport, cannot be separated from the

dedicated to infrastructure, are probably the principal
founts of power (economic, political and social)

subjects are not discrete topics, but are, effectively,
welded together, as they cannot be analysed separately.

for organised criminal networks. Even though it is

Furthermore, with regard to the analysis of organised

less violent, the weight and perniciousness of this

crime, they are intertwined. In urban centres, where

criminal activity surpasses that of drugs, weapons,
natural resource exploitation or any other single type
of organised criminal enterprise. This is doubly true
because the rents extracted by those activities are often
laundered through and, then, invested in land and
property development.1 For instance, the US Treasury

informal land tenure is widespread, basic public services
in urban centres are, most often, also informalised.4 As
a result, in many cases, these services are delivered by
organised criminal networks, which are countenanced
by state actors, if not owned or controlled by them.5

Department reports that ‘almost one-third of top-end

Organised crime in Africa’s urban centres causes

property purchases in America’s biggest cities are

significant harm. First, the intimate involvement of state

suspect[ed]’ of being associated with transnational

actors in the commission and perpetuation of organised

organised crime.

criminal activity delegitimises the African state. This
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Unfortunately, there is scarce direct empirical evidence
of this form of organised criminal activity, largely
because there has been little to no systematic collection
of data. While such research is difficult, it is also true
that the results of the research could be too damning
to political and economic elites around the world. As a
result, it could be argued, the international community
and multilateral organisations do not study this type of
organised crime, preferring to focus on lesser and less
pervasive forms of organised crime.

is compounded by the inability and/or unwillingness
of the state to provide reliable basic public services
to large segments of the urban population. Third,
criminal activities rob the state of public tax revenues
and undercut its capacity to ameliorate or rectify the
harm and challenge posed by organised crime. Fourth,
organised crime condemns the preponderance of
urban populations, including the most marginalised
and vulnerable, to living outside the formal legal
and economic systems, a situation that only further
institutionalises the organised criminal networks given

This policy brief explores the relation of organised crime
to real estate and property development in Africa.
While rural development has been the primary focus of
development for the past 30–40 years, rapid urbanisation
requires development practitioners to shift their
attention to where the preponderant populations of
poor, vulnerable and marginalised people live today and
will live tomorrow. This trend is exacerbated by climate
change and water scarcity, which further drive migration
into urban centres. Urban centres are also areas where
organised criminal networks have burgeoned and
where their power is most evident, entrapping the

their control of informal markets.
Finally, it must be acknowledged that this phenomenon
extends beyond Africa. International actors are deeply
implicated and involved in African real estate and
property development, as international corporations are
ascendant in African construction and infrastructure
markets. Not only does money flow out of Africa, rents
acquired through exploitation of the property and real
estate development. African real estate is also used to
launder transnational money.

most vulnerable.

Scope of the policy brief

This policy brief therefore highlights the relationship

This policy brief focuses on primarily on residential real

between organised crime and urbanisation in the

estate and property development and does not cover

developing world, and in particular, in Africa, where

commercial urban property, a market that organised

upwards of 90% of the land is uncadastred, untitled and

crime has penetrated as well.6
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For example, the US leased land on which its former

In Africa, this explosive urban growth is particularly

embassy in Nairobi was situated, even though that

critical. All 10 of the world’s fastest-growing cities are in

ownership of that land parcel had been illegally

Africa. Africa’s urban population is projected to double

acquired.7 This policy brief also does not explore

by 2030–2035;15 by then, 50% of all Africans are likely to

rural property or the problem of land grabbing for

live in urban areas.16 About 66% of this explosive growth

commercial exploitation, which, in Africa, is most

is expected to occur in mid-sized cities (under 500 000

frequently perpetuated by transnational criminal

people), which it is anticipated will comprise more than

networks – even though Mozambique and Ethiopia

50% of the continent’s urban population.17 In Ghana, for

are among the top three countries worldwide for

example, since 2000 ‘the number of medium (20 000–

the number of land grab deals and South Sudan,

50 000 people) and large medium (50 000–100 000)

Democratic Republic of Congo, Congo and Mozambique

sized towns has quadrupled and tripled, respectively.

are in the top six countries in the world for the total

In 2000, there were only nine towns with population

amount of the land that has been grabbed.9

between 50 000 and 100 000; by 2010 the number had

8

Across Africa, there are significant differences in how
the complex relationship between urbanisation and
organised crime plays out and variations from country
to country are important to note. Nevertheless, this
policy brief offers a preliminary exploration of the
issue’s broad contours and basic premises, for there
has been little coverage of this topic in the literature on
African urbanisation or organised crime. For instance,
a 2015 World Bank report on urban housing does not
address organised crime, stating merely that land
and real estate are ‘vulnerable to capture by local

quadruped to 36.’18

African urban centres are
characterised by a combustible
mixture of population growth,
real estate and property
development

elites.’10 As exemplified by the World Bank, much of
the existing analysis and recommendations stemming
from this, is limited to capacity-building exercises,11
prescriptive homilies and moral exhortations12 – rather
than addressing the political, economic and social
power wielded by organised criminal networks, into
whose structures and operations state actors are
intimately married.
After exploring the issue of organised crime in African
urbanisation, this policy brief recommends preliminary
steps to address the challenge, as well as laying out
the need for fundamental conceptual changes to how
development in Africa is conceived in terms of its the
long-term research and policy agendas.

Urban population growth and real
estate speculation
The growth of urban centres within the developing

There is no single model of African urbanisation. Rather,
there may be five distinct variations, depending upon
historical considerations.19 One thing they do have in
common is that with regard to land and real estate,
African urban centres are characterised by a heady and
combustible mixture of population growth, real estate
and property development.20 Half of the ‘top ten most
dynamic emerging markets for commercial real estate
and property investments’ are in Africa.21 In Kenya, for
instance, ‘60 percent of all investment by diaspora in
the period from 1994 to 2014 was in real estate and
related services’ and ‘real estate services … grew at 6
percent, while the compound annual growth rate of
manufacturing over the same period was just 3.26
percent.’22 The Rwandan story is similar: the ‘compound
annual growth rate for construction in the period from
2006-2013 was 19.66 percent, dwarfing all other sectors
of the economy.’23

world is staggering. Virtually all of the world’s population

The same is true across the continent. In Addis Ababa,

growth over the next 50 years is anticipated to be

investment profits are 100% and ‘house prices commonly

in urban areas.13 While about 66% of the world’s

double every 5 years’ over the recent past.24 The same

population lived in rural areas in 1950, it is estimated

is true of selected districts in Kenya’s largest slums,

that by 2025 two-thirds will be urbanised, 90% of them

Kibera and Mathare.25 The story of severe housing

in developing countries.14

shortages exists throughout Africa, whether it is in
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Malawi or the Congo, Angola or Nigeria.26 ‘By 2020,

it highly prone to the machinations of organised

Ghana requires a total of 2 million new dwellings (that

criminal networks.36

is, 5.7 million rooms), or about 600 000 new units per
year.’27 Similarly, ‘Senegal experienced a 102.4 percent
increase in its shelter shortage for a total of 66.9 percent
of households in need … [in] 2005.’28 The shortage is

Across the continent, state actors control and ‘dominate
the land systems,’37 just as they do other natural
resources, although in the case of land this occurs
regardless of who (if anyone) has legal title to the

not limited to national capitals. It is especially stark

property. The state actors who monopolise control over

in Africa’s small and mid-sized cities, where most of

property include, inter alia, customary chiefs, municipal

the impending population crunch is likely to occur.
For example, in the small Kenyan town of Malili, land
speculation reportedly has ‘plots changing ownership

officials, state and federal authorities, and political party
officials. In Tanzania, for instance,

within hours.’29

it is widely recognized that local ‘10-cell’ leaders

This housing situation is compounded by speculation

from the ruling Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CMM) party,

and greed.30 None of this ought to be surprising given
that ‘between 60 and 70 % of all banking activity

signing land transfer or selling agreement forms’…

land and real estate buying and selling among
financial institutions.’

are actively involved in informal land and housing
markets, ‘authenticating land transactions and

in advanced economies is focused on speculative
31

which has led the country since independence,

At its core, this is also a story of

transnational real estate and property development

(see also Stren 1975). In other words, party officials
grant rights and permissions informally and enforce
them through party channels.38

speculation, as illustrated by the Chinese-built
apartments in Luanda satellite cities that sold for
$150 000–200 000 when the average Angolan citizen
lived on less than $2/day.32 The urban development

In Kenya, in the slum of Kibera, over 90% of the residents
rent their homes from absentee landlords.39 Their
legal claim to ownership of the real estate is highly

projects of Kigali, Nairobi and its satellite cities,

improbable and dependent upon their being networked

Lagos, Accra, Dar es Salaam and Kinshasa are all

to national political officials and local elites.40 Rounding

transnational projects, with engineers, architects,
construction companies, and financing coming from
Europe, China, the UK, the Middle East, Korea, and

the fractional findings of a survey, it was found that 42%
of these landlords reputedly had associations with state
and political actors, while 41% were government officials

the US.33 In fact, much of the actual residential and

and 16% were politicians.41 The same situation exists in

commercial construction in Africa is undertaken by
international concerns: ‘In 2013, 37 percent of projects
were built by US/European contractors, 12 percent by
Chinese companies, and the remaining half by various
contractors from countries like Japan, the Republic of
Korea, Brazil, Australia, and South Africa.’34

Ghana, where most of the urban land is controlled by
state actors, customary authorities,42 and local political
leaders.43 The result is the proliferation of organised
criminal networks that have the power to allocate the
same parcel of land ‘multiple times and … demand
rents and tributes’ from those they allow to live on it.44
The consequence, as a study of land, corruption and

Land as a natural resource,
monopolised property governance
and organised crime

organised crime in Tanzania summarised, is
land corruption [which] is mainly practiced by
politicians or higher ranking public officials and
involves a large sum of money. In this kind of

Any speculative market is inherently susceptible to
penetration and manipulation by organised crime. The
African real estate and property development market
is doubly so: land, like other natural resources such

corruption, laws, regulation or policies are bent
or changed to suit their demands or to create [a]
conducive environment for corruption.45

as oil and minerals, is by definition finite. The illiquid

Mirroring the ways in which natural resources are

nature of land is, in Africa, compounded by the scarcity

monopolised, weak state and city institutions and land

and difficulty of financing the purchase of land and its

governance systems are the soil that makes it possible

development.35 Furthermore, access to land is largely

for organised criminal networks to grow, to operate

controlled by the state and state actors and this makes

productively and profitably.
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In Africa, there is a ‘“land regulation crisis”: as few as

from country to country, huge portions of Africa’s urban

30% of plots in developing countries are estimated to

population growth occur in areas that currently lack the

The individuals and networks

provision of public services by municipal, provincial and

be formally registered.’

46

who control the monopoly vary from country to country.

state agencies and institutions.52 Ghanaian urbanisation,

For instance, ‘in Malawi, 90 percent of the land is

for example, has resulted in ‘a lower share of the urban

customary land, although there are no legal documents

population with access to piped water, sanitation,

specifying what this means, so land falls under

and toilet facilities.’53 In Angola, outside the capital,

dispute.’

47

In short, there is little accountability built

Luanda, in the cities where the urban population is

into the systems and processes that control real estate

growing the most rapidly, up to 66% of the residents

and property development,48 which enables various

have limited access to basic services. Only four cities, for

state actors to accumulate and distribute property

instance, have sewage systems, and these only function

and its benefits as they choose, most often for their

in the central districts and serve less than 18% of

private aggrandisement.

the population.54

Weak state and city institutions
and land governance systems
make it possible for organised
criminal networks to grow

The absence of this infrastructure, which is customarily
associated with urban housing, only augments and
increases the power of organised criminal networks,
particularly in poor and informally organised
neighbourhoods. It is not only property that has
effectively been monopolised by organised crime,
but much of the associated urban infrastructure too.
‘Individuals and social groups receive private or “club”
goods on the basis of their support for a political

Again, mimicking how monopoly control of natural
resources has resulted in the proliferation of organised
criminal networks, porous land management laws, along
with how those rules and regulations are enforced,
appear to be intentionally inadequate and opaque to
facilitate organised crime.49

party or candidate. This relationship weakens issuebased pressure, allowing political elites to shy away
from responding to major structural challenges, and
greatly politicises [urban] development.’55 The result is
the ‘de-legitimisation of formal rules and regulations
governing urban development, the entrenchment
of a system of patronage and the proliferation of

Although there are admittedly severe and endemic

unregulated commercial and residential developments

capacity and resource deficits, the weaker and more

in the city.’56 A perfect example of this is municipal solid

obscure the law and the regulatory systems, the more

waste management in Mombasa and Nairobi, where

organised criminal networks – into which political

informalisation opened the door to organised crime,

actors are married – are potentially and readily able to

their entrenched cartels, and resulted in the virtual

accumulate ownership and rents. In Ghana, for example,

cessation of waste management development.57

land use governance appears to be intentionally obtuse.
Land use planning [in Ghana] is negatively affected
by political and institutional constraints related
to coordination and Metropolitan, Municipal and
District Assemblies (MMDA) capacity, including an
unresponsive legislative framework [and] undue
political interference.’50

Informal urban land and
organised crime
The challenge, however, is not merely that organised
criminal networks have monopolised the real estate and
property development markets. As already intimated,
the definition of what constitutes ‘legal’ ownership

There is also little reason for state actors and the

of Africa’s urban property is deeply problematic. For

political elite to enable urban governance systems

example, in the Kibera slum in Kenya, state actors and

to provide public goods and services – including

politicians have illicitly seized legal title to urban land,

functioning land cadastres and sewage, water, and

thus condemning most of the urban poor, projected by

electricity provision – except prior to and during

2035 to number 400 million across Africa, to servitude

elections.51 While the numbers and percentages vary

under their aegis.58
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The proportion of African city residents living in informal

networks.64 The Kibera slum, for instance, is technically

settlements, such as Kibera, has been estimated to be

illegal, as it is situated on government land, the title

between 62% to 75%.

59

‘The informal sector supplies

to which has been appropriated by government

well over the majority of demand [for housing] in

officials and other local power brokers with close ties to

Nigeria (80 percent), Ghana (90 percent), urban Ethiopia

national political figures, who then allocate residency.

(65 percent), urban Senegal (80 percent), Zambia (80

Furthermore, informality is ‘due to a lack of institutional

percent) and Cameroon (97 percent).’

60

In Dar es Salaam,

capacity to protect property rights, enforce regulations
and manage planned urban expansion,’ all of which

80% live in informal settlements.61

has been designed by state actors who, by facilitating
governance incapacity, siphon off the rents.65

The proportion of African city

Similar patterns occur across the continent. In Ghana,

residents living in informal

‘due to the transaction costs and time required to

settlements, such as Kibera, has

acquire and obtain land in the formal land market,
90 percent of all urban housing is developed

been estimated to be between

through the informal land market.’66 In Lagos, over

62% to 75%

legal planning process, often on land that is illegally

70% of urban growth occurs outside the formal,
occupied for informal slum housing.67 State actors
and politicians ‘find the illegality of these settlements
fairly advantageous and may exploit it for their own

Informality is the African urban norm. Informality

political advantage.’68

is defined by a set of characteristics, of which
three are pivotal for an analysis of organised crime.

The provision of infrastructure and public goods and

These include:
1.

2.

3.

services to the residents of informal settlements is

informal housing does not conform to building and

similarly informal. Regulated public transit, if it exists

land use law, codes and standards;

at all, is too expensive for the poor who live in informal

there is no official and legally verifiable title to the

the norm.69 The same holds true for the supply of

land and, therefore, the residents of such housing

water: ‘poor water provision in slums has given rise

are subject to insecurity; and

to informal markets in which vendors sell water from

settlements. Consequently, informal transport becomes

standpipes or tanker trucks at inflated rates to the urban

neighbourhoods in which informal housing
predominates is poorly, if at all, supplied by public
infrastructure and services, necessitating that these
services are themselves provided ‘informally.’62

poor. ... For example, in Nairobi … standpipe operators,
who receive water at subsidised rates from municipal
utilities, were selling water at inflated prices, earning
profit margins of 80-90%.’70 This is a common method

The World Bank adds that, ‘informal delivery networks
are not well recorded; they are personal, cash‐based,
transitory, and conducted in private.’63 In the African
context, the sum total of these factors means that
the African urban population, particularly the poor,
is beholden to and living in an environment radically

used by organised criminal networks. The same is often
true of the provision of showers and toilets in Ghanaian
urban centres.71

Conclusion

defined by organised criminal networks.

The involvement of organised crime, including

Informality could be understood as the result of rapid

makes it unlikely that responsible property development

urban demographic and economic growth. A recent

can readily be achieved. Improvements are possible,

study of Nairobi, however, concludes that informality

as the example of Rwanda makes clear, but only if

– in land, housing, infrastructure and the lack of

all the requisite capacities (financial, human capital

public goods and services – is the result of decisions

and resources, technological, and managerial) are in

made by political elites, choices that have promoted

place and supported by the full weight of the ruling

the proliferation and virulence of organised criminal

political elites.72
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Realism, however, suggests that land reform tends to

of local neighbourhoods is an essential step

be overwhelmed by crippling capacity deficits and

to establishing more secure rights to property

the unwillingness of national and local governments

and land, even when individual plots are not

to act in the interests of vulnerable and marginalised

demarcated and titling is a step too far. Assistance

populations.

73

For instance, to facilitate residents

to these local neighbourhood organisations may

of informal settlements to gain rights to the land

result, as has occurred over 30 years in Lima, Peru,

on which they live requires establishing cadastres,

in the emergence of middle class neighbourhoods

registries, and land titles.74 Even if it were feasible to

from what used to be and, in many cases, still are

build all three systems and procedures from the ground
up – which is what is required in every African country,
given the lack of infrastructure, managerial processes,
and skilled personnel, including, most importantly,
trained surveyors – organised criminal networks would
be unlikely to permit local communities to organise
effectively to assert their rights, as doing so would
threaten their and the political elite’s monopoly market
power and rents they expropriate, as well as their

informal settlements in and around city.77
These two operational recommendations are
intermediate steps that do not directly address the issue
of organised crime in Africa’s urban centres or challenge
their dominance. Neither requires effective or extensive
national-level state participation. In fact, this lack of state
involvement may not be problematic, but, instead, is a
positive benefit.

political dominance.

Paradigmatic policy recommendations

Recommendations

The severity of the penetration and dominance of

Some practical intermediate steps may, however,

organised crime in Africa’s urban centres requires

be possible in the short to medium term. Equally

fundamental shifts in how policymakers and

importantly, development practitioners and

practitioners conceptualise development. It is

policymakers need to undertake fundamental paradigm

evident that, at a very minimum, in urban areas,

shifts to respond to the intimate relationships between

African development occurs in an organised crime

Africa’s urbanisation and the proliferation of organised

environment. Consequently, development agencies and

criminal networks.

practitioners need to rethink, revise and update their
basic approaches and methodologies to recognise the
existing African realities.

Operational recommendations
1.

Issue occupancy certificates to residents in

1.

development initiatives. All stages of development’s

informal settlements. Occupancy certificates can

programme cycle – problem definition, planning,

be issued by municipalities as a pragmatic halfway

implementation, and monitoring and evaluation –

measure, as has been done in parts of Cape Town.

should explicitly address the challenge of organised

These certificates may provide residents with a

crime. Furthermore, the basic understanding and

degree of protection from ‘arbitrary eviction’ and

application of the following concepts need to be

eventually provide ‘access to the services enjoyed
by city residents living in legal housing,’

75

reconceived to take into account the proliferation

such

and virulence of organised criminal networks in

as home addresses with which to enrol children

African urban environments: political economy

in nursery and public schools and (more easily)

analysis, local ownership, good or good enough

obtain mobile phone contracts, and access to

governance, and political will and commitment.

municipal healthcare.
2.

Engage neighbourhood organisations in local
mapping exercises. While this is unlikely to serve as

Take organised crime into account in all urban

2.

Rethink approaches to African organised crime.
Current analyses of organised crime in Africa focus

a prelude to establishing cadastres and registries,

primarily on illegal markets and the trafficking of

mapping local neighbourhoods is a vehicle by

their commodities, such as illicit drugs; counterfeit

which local neighbourhoods can begin to assert

medicines; weapons; smuggling of oil, minerals and

a degree of control over their lives and manage

other natural resources, including protected plant

their local assets.76 Delineating the boundaries

and animal species; human trafficking; cybercrime;
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and illicit money flows. These organised crimes are

Within the broad topic of urbanisation, property

pernicious and inflict significant harm. However,

development and infrastructure, the initial research

there have been few studies of what may be the

can include the following topics:

largest type of organised criminal activity: land, real

∙∙ Informal settlements

estate and property development, which includes
infrastructure and basic service delivery, particularly

∙∙ Reform of urban property taxes

in urban areas.

∙∙ Mid-sized cities (population 500,000 and below).

Directed and systematic research needs to be

Special attention paid to these topics should not

conducted into this form of organised criminal

preclude further long-term research and analysis of

activity in order to produce and collect the requisite

organised crime’s penetration of commercial real estate

empirical data from which cogent and practical

or agricultural land, but they are separate subjects

steps can be taken to address the challenge.

of study.
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